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Abstract

The design principle of a small angle neutron scattering (SANS)
spectrometer is based on producing monochromatic neutron bursts using
two phased rotors. The rotors have a number of slots to achieve the highly
available intensity of monoenergetic neutrons at the required resolution.
The design principle was applied to improve the performance of the pulsed
monochromatic double rotor system at ET-RR-1 to operate as SANS
spectrometer. It is shown that for rotors having 19 slots each with radius
of curvature 96.8 cm, the intensity gain factor is 13.

The proposed SANS spectrometer could cover the neutron
o o

wavelength range from 2 A up to 6 A through small angles of scattering
from 5xlO"3 rad. to 0.1 rad. i.e, the scattering wavevector transfer between

o -l o -l
0.6 A and 0.01 A . The maximum neutron flux density on the specimen
is 5xl05ncm"2 s'1.
1- Introduction

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) has now become an
important technique in the study of metallurgical, polymeric, and biological

o

materials. Structural features in the spatial range of (10-100) A may be
observed by the analysis of the scattering of neutrons in the momentum
transfer range (0.005 A"' <Q<1 A~. [1]

The conventional method on a continuous reactor source (such as
the instrument Dl l A,) the neutron small angle camera at the high flux
reactor in Grenoble [2] requires the analysis of the angular distribution of
monoenergetic neutrons scattered by small angles. The mono -
chromatization is performed by a mechanical selector. It consists of a
rotating drum with helically curved slits at its surface, yielding the required
wavelength resolution of about 10%. The intensity of neutrons scattered
from the sample is measured as a function of scattering angle for small
angles,9 using a multi-dimensional detector (or position sensitive detector).
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The pulse source instrument (Such as the Time-of- Flight, TOF)
spectrometer on the pulsed reactor IBR-30 at Dubna [3], analyzes the time
distribution of bursts of polyenergetic neutron, scattered into small angles.
The flux spectral range from a pulsed source is emitted within a short time
At, and the intensity of radiation scattered from the sample is measured
as a function of wavelength at a low scattering angle by a detector
subtending a small solid angle at the specimen.

However the construction of SANS spectrometers are rather
expensive. Moreover their operation requires the use of high neutron flux
reactors which are not usually available in developing countries. Therefore
the present work deals with a design of SANS spectrometer to operate at
low neutron flux reactors and whose parameters are very close to those
operating at high flux ones.

2"-Thg^gAig^.Zr'ncjpt^LPX-Pulsed Neutron Monochrpmator

As previously reported by several authors [4,5] pulses of neutrons
can be obtained from a thermal neutron beam by placing a slotted rotor in
it. Such pulses however will contain neutrons of different velocities which
are present in the initial neutron beam. By making the slots in the rotor
curved, one can optimize the transmission of neutrons at a certain velocity
determined by the curvature of the slot and the speed of rotation.
Zsigmond et al. [5] and Marseguerra et al. [6]. reported the following
expression for maximum neutron velocity transmitted through slot of 2h
width and with radius of curvature R

4 ^ (1)

where : 2r - the diameter of the rotor
co - the angular velocity

while the minimum neutron velocity in the burst is* given by :

(2)

Equations (1) and (2) show that the spread in the velocities of the
transmitted neutrons through such rotor is large. Egelstaffat al. [7] have
obtained very nearly monokinetic pulses by using a second curved slot
rotor placed at suitable distance from the first one rotating at the same
speed. Fig. (1) shows the schematic diagram of the double rotor system.
By adjusting the difference in phase between the two rotors to correspond
to the TOF of neutrons with the desired velocity, it is possible to select
these neutrons and reject all others except for those with velocities in a
narrow range close to the selected one.
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Fig(I): A schematic diagram of the double rotor system.



In order to avoid the overlap of the transmitted neutron
monochromatic bursts by applying equations 1&2, the maximum distance
between the centers of the two rotors L, should satisfy the following
relation

T <

where n is the number of bursts per revolution. While the minimum
distance between the rotors obviously should be longer than 2r. Therefore
the maximum monochromatic flight path, can not exceed the value of

v r , while the maximum analyzing flight path LA, in case of slow
inn

neutron inelastic scattering experiments, is much shorter than L, this is due
to the energy transfer processes between the incident monochromatic
neutron and the assembly of the target atoms. Therefore to provide the
measurements of phonon excitation spectrum at the required resolution the
repetition rate of the neutron bursts per revolution is usually low.

However in case of SANS experiments the interaction of neutrons
with target atoms occur mainly elastic or quasielastic, i.e, at low Q transfer
scattering vector. Thus the energy spread of the incident monochromatic
neutrons after interaction remains the same, consequently the analyzing
flight path LA can be selected equal to or longer than the monochromatic
one. Since the overlap problems are not exist.

Therefore the aim of the present work is the design of a SANS
spectrometer with two phased rotors having the optimum number of slots,
to achieve the highly available intensity of neutron monochromatic beam
at the required resolution.

)rinc^

It is obviously that, to produce (n) equal a distributed number of
neutron bursts per revolution, the number of slots is also (n). From the
dynamics point of view the (n) slots must be symmetrically distributed on
the rotor body. For n similar slots (width 2h and height H) the radius of
curvature p(n) is given by

p(n) = — ^
2 sin

2n
where r is the rotor radius. From eq. (3) and eq (4) one can deduce, that
the number (n) could be selected according to the following relation :

4h
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Fig. (2) presents a schematic diagram of the rotor with odd slot
number (a) and even slot number (b).From the background point of view,
the number of slots should be odd (See A.A section Fig. (2b)). Thus the
neutron wavelength X(n) at maximum transmission is given as follows
referecne [8] :

In ti
where f is the number of rotation per min (rpm). while the neutron intensity
transmitted through the double rotor system whose center are L apart and
which hits the target sample is given by [8]

l2/i

where; A is the cross-section area of the slot, <j)ois the incident neutron flux
A 0

and —- is the neutron wavelength resolution given by [8].
A

o.74 !
A Lsin —

In

The wavelength X(n) was calculated as a function of the rotation
rate fat different slot numbers. The results of calculation for rotors having
2r=32 cm and 2h= 0.7 cm is displayed in Fig.(3). Taking into
consideration the strength function of the rotor material available (nickel
alloy 120 kg/mm2) the rotors were found to sustain the dynamic forces up
to 20000 rpm.

o

Therefore, in order to transmit neutrons with wavelength A,=2Athe
rotor should have at least 9 slots, as shown from Fig (3).

A 1

The wavelength resolution —r- as a function of the distance between
A,

rotors L at different slot numbers (n) was also calculated and presented in

Fig. (4). So, in order to have — varies from 5% to 10%, (acceptable for
SANS measurements) the number of slots (n) should be ranging from 11
to 27.
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Fig(2) : A schematic diagram of the rotor with odd slot number (a) and
even slot number (b)
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Fig(3): The neutron wavelength X,, versus rotation rate (f)
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Fig(4): The wavelength resoluition AX/X of the SANS spectrometer.
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Fig(5) displays the calculated neutron intensity transmitted through
the double rotor system at different L and at various slot number (n),
assuming that the incident neutron flux density is unity. It is obviously that
at required L the transmitted neutron intensity is maximum for rotors
having the highest slot number.

The basic design principle described above, was applied to improve
the performance of the double rotor system at ET-RR-1 reactor when it is
operating as a SANS spectrometer.

4- Improvement of the double rotor system at ET-RR-1
The pulsed neutron monochromatic beam, at the ET-RR-1 reactor

(2MW research reactor, the maximum neutron flux in the reactor core is
13 -2 -1

2x10 n. cm" s" ) is produced by two 32 cm diameter rotor suspended
in magnetic fields, rotating at speed up to 16000 rpm. Each rotor has two
diametrically opposite curved slots, which are of constant cross-sectional
area of 7x10 mm2, and radius of curvature of 65.65 cm[9]. The wavelength
resolution and transmitted neutron intensity through the double rotor
system were calculated at different L, using equations (6, 7). For
comparison the result of calculation were displayed as dashed lines in
Figs.(4). and (5). respectively. From Fig.(4) one can notice that the
wavelength resolution of the double rotor system with rotors having 13
slots is almost equal to that one at ET-RR-1. While the transmitted neutron
intensity Fig(5) at the required resolution (i.e at the same L) is higher by a
factor of 6.5 than that in operation at ET-RR-1.

As mentioned above the SANS experiments are usually carried out
at wavelength resolution ranging between 5% to 10%. Therefore to fulfil
such requirement, rotors having a higher than 13 slots are preferable.

However the existence of the solid section 8L between the
neighboring slots, (see Fig.(2a)), is limitate the selected slot number.
From the geometry of the rotor design 51 can be expressed as

5L - 2p(n) - 2h - V2 p(n) Jl-cos £iH±l) for n odd,
V - n

the calculated solid section 5L is display in Fig(6). One can notice that the
solid section 5L is vanished for rotor having 19 slots. Therefore the
intensity gain factor 13 when using rotor having 19 slots (see Fig.5).
Consequently the neutron intensity at the sample will be 5x105 n.s"1 for <t>o

of ET-RR-1 reactor equals to 1X1013 n.cm"2 .s"1. The schematic diagram of
rotor having 19 slots is given in Fig.(7).
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Fig(7): A schematic diagram of rotor having 19 slots.



5- Spectrometer Background

The background level is very essential (o carry out the SANS
measurements with reasonable accuracy. The background level is mainly
determined by the rotor material thickness facing the neutron beam.

In case of using double rotor system with rotors having multislot,
the material thickness depends upon both the rotation angle <|), and the
distance L between the rotors. The system of equations describing the
upper and lower walls of each slot can be given as.

(x-Xj)2 + (y - Yi)
2 = (p(n) + | ) 2 upper wall

(x - Xi)
2 + (y - y i)

2 = (p(n) - ^ ) 2 lower wall

Xj = - p(n) sin — (i - 1)
n*>»

yi = -p(n)cos — (i- 1) for i^ 1,2, n
n

where the centre of coordinates coincides with the center of the rotor
whose contour can be expressed by

x^y^r2 (9)
while the incident beam is given by an equation of straight line as

y=x tan co (10)
where co is the angle which the rotor makes with respect to the neutron
beam direction.

The rotor material thickness t( I//) facing the neutron beam at any

angle co can be deduced from the intersection of the beam equation (10)
with the system of equations (8) and (9). t( ^calculated for n = 19 as

displayed in Fig(8).

Also, the total material thickness resulting from both rotors, when

the optimum relative phase between them is § = — — is calculated.

The results of calculation were displayed in Fig.(8). From Fig.(8) one can
observe that the minimum total material thickness facing beam is equal to
29 cm. Taking into consideration the y-ray absorption coefficient of nickel
alloy and its high neutron scattering cross-section, the 29 cm thickness is
sufficient for removing the y-ray as well as the fast neutron background
accompanying the reactor thermal beam[10].
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